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VijayERP is an easy-to-use web-based ERP system that 
allows you to effortlessly manage your company's stock. 
The best part? You don't need to install anything! Simply 
access VijayERP in any browser, and you're good to go.  

The system is designed to be user-friendly, so you won't 
have any trouble understanding how it works. Additionally, 
you can access VijayERP from multiple locations at the 
same time, making it a convenient option for businesses of 
all sizes.  

Introduction



System Flow diagram Make PO [01]

P  It is mandatory to have a purchase order in order to 
make a purchase entry. Therefore, it is necessary to create 

one purchase order for all vendors, regardless of whether or not 
you include the rate. The purchase order should include the 
following information: party name, plus item name. The entire 
software is designed to work with this combination.

PO Copy [01]



PO Approval [02]

A When a purchaser receives a purchase order, they can 
approve it and access the purchase order approval 

screen. From there, they can easily view the purchase order and 
either approve or decline it. Any updates to the purchase order 
will be displayed throughout the system. Additionally, it is easy to 
enter purchase entries into the system.

MRN.[Purchase][03]

P Purchase MRN entry with location and batch number can 
be easily entered using the PO system even by unskilled 

operators.

R Purchase Reports as given below 

01. Purchase Register Detail  

02. Purchase Register Summary  

03. Party Wise  

04 Item Wise  

05 Party + Item Wise  

06. MRN for Store  

07 MRN for Account

Inspection[04]

IWhen inspecting materials, you may reject or accept them, 
specify the quantity, and relocate them with the batch number.



01. Optimise Inventory Management 

• VijayERP can help create a robust inventory management 
system to track stock levels, minimise excess inventory 
and prevent stockout. 

• VijayERP can assist in generating accurate product 
identification codes, such as barcodes or QR codes, for 
improved tracking. 

02. Streamline Procurement Processes 

• VijayErp is a procurement tool that helps streamline the 
procurement process by ranking vendors for faster lead 
times and ensuring timely replenishment of inventory. 

• VijayERP's purchase order system can strengthen supplier 
relationships by providing clear information on payment 
and delivery terms, product rates, and received discounts. 

03. Optimise Layout and Organisation 

• Clearly label and organise products for easy identification 
and retrieval 

• VijayErp suggests that organising store locations can lead 
to more efficient movement and fewer picking errors. 

04. Stock Balance Reports provide by VijayERP 

• Stock Balance 

• Stock Balance Location Wise 

• Location Wise Stock Balance

Store [05]



Issue Slip [06]

SWhen we issue a slip, it reduces the stock and sends it to 
production or another designated location. It's important to 

keep in mind that the stock being issued should belong to a 
specific batch number and the issuer should also be aware of the 
location where the stock is being sent. This issue has been raised in 
regard to the proper management of locations.

Received from Floor[07]

R If you issue materials to the floor shop but are unable to 
consume all of them, the floor shop personnel will return 
the excess to the store. To facilitate this process, we have 

created a slip called "Receipts Slip". This slip contains the batch 
number and location of the excess materials, allowing them to be 
returned to the store.

below Min [08]

B It is crucial for any company to keep track of their stock 
levels. The Minimum Report is a helpful tool in this regard 

as it alerts us when the inventory for any particular item falls below 
its minimum level. This helps us to order stock in advance so that 
our production line does not halt due to a shortage of raw 
materials. The minimum level of each item is more important than 
the minimum item, and this report can help you keep track of it, 
provided you can adjust the minimum level for each item.

Above Max [09]

A The Maximum Report is a tool that assists us in saving 
money by preventing unnecessary expenses. By keeping 
less stock, we can make space for our important materials 

that are currently hidden. We have invested in a storage facility 
where some of the materials will take a long time to use. Hence, 
the Abodha Maximum Report is the perfect solution to avoid this 
issue. It always enables us to know how much material we have 
available in large quantities, so we can use only what we need and 
increase our company's profit. This tool helps us avoid over-
ordering and ensures that we make the most out of our inventory.




